DDS New DL/ID Card Information
Card Production Services (CPS)

• **Regional rollout during Summer 2019**

• **System Features:**
  
  - Permanent Driver’s License/Identification Card (DL/ID) is the most secure Georgia has ever produced
  
  - Made of polycarbonate which is harder to tamper and lasts longer
  
  - Central processing of permanent DL/ID facilitates backroom validation
  
  - Photo Interim provided for customers in person
  
  - Previously issued cards are marked and returned to customers for ID purposes
CPS Customer Benefits

• As an agency responsible for enforcing and administering state laws and regulations relating to driver's licenses and in partnership with law enforcement and the Department of Homeland Security, the new DL/ID system has been designed to make Georgia cards more secure and our roadways safer.

• Data on the front of the card can be validated by reading the unencrypted 2D barcode assisting organizations such as banks, bars and law enforcement.

• Multiple levels of card security features make the card harder to counterfeit thereby reducing fraud and ensuring only those who are qualified are issued a license or ID.

• Processes in the new system will improve the integrity of the data reducing opportunities for identity theft.

• The back-room identity verification process will help combat identity theft by allowing DDS to verify photographs stored in the system with customers presenting themselves for new DL/ID.

• Enforcement agencies will have timely access to data including photos.
CPS Card Design Features:

• The Peach, outline of the State and Savannah Talmadge Bridge are featured in prominent positions.

• Contains overt and covert security features that are difficult to detect and replicate and render the card tamper and fraud resistant.

• DDS card design team, utilizing input from representatives of law enforcement, retailers and others, designed the features used in the new driver license and ID cards.

• Consideration was given to aesthetics and usability of the card. Increased readability, improved methods of identifying minors and card security were the most frequently requested design changes.
Current DL/ID is Valid Until it Expires
Don’t Renew Until it’s Due!

What’s in your wallet still works until it expires
DDS New License & ID Design

**Adult Card Sample**

- Late Spring/Summer 2019
- Enhanced security features
- Modern, more secure material
- White photo background *(replacing blue background)*
- B&W photo *(replacing color photo)*

**Under 21 Card Sample**
Driver’s License vs. Identification Card

CARD TYPE & STATE IN RED

CARD TYPE & STATE IN GREEN
Driver’s License vs. Identification Card

CARD TYPE & STATE IN RED or GREEN

Under 21

Vertical Orientation
DDS New License Front – Public Information

- Overlapping Signatures over Photo
- Made of polycarbonate; more durable, secure and tamper resistant
- Digitized Signature
- B&W Photo
- Organ Donor
- Handicapped Identified
- Ghost B&W Image
- Peach
- B&W Secure ID Star; meets state and federal regulations
The new Polycarbonate card makes a very distinctive sound when dropped perpendicular onto a hard surface; almost a “ping” sound.

The resolution of the photos exceeds what is typically available using other conventional printing methods.
DDS New License Reverse – Public Information

- Inventory Control Number
- Class Type
- Endorsements
- Restrictions
- Medical Information
- Repeating Date of Birth
- PFD-417 Barcode
- Card Version Date

- Medical Information: NONE
- Class: CM≤26,000 lbs. GVWR and Trailer ≤10,000 lbs. All recreational vehicles and 2 or 3 wheeled motorcycles
- Endorsements: B-Completed Georgia Boating Education Course
- Restrictions: NONE
- DOB: 02/22/1983
- Date: 02/28/2019
- www.dds.georgia.gov
New Photo Interim
Issued in a Center

Residential and Mailing Addresses

Temporary Photo DL/ID
• Printed on non-secure paper
• Not honored by TSA
• Permanent Card arrives within 30-days from transaction
New Photo Interim Issued Online

Residential and Mailing Addresses

Temporary Photo DL/ID
Printed on non-secure paper
Not honored by TSA
Permanent Card arrives within 30-days from transaction
New Receipts Accompany the New Photo Interim

Two Receipts produced by Point of Sales (POS) Device:

- **Transaction Receipt (all customers receive)**
- **Credit Card Receipt (only when Credit Card is used)**

Customer also receives:

- **Current DL/ID** with markings (see next slide)
- **New Photo Interim**
Current DL/ID is Marked on Reverse Side

Customer receives:

- **Current DL/ID** with markings on reverse side to use along with Photo Interim until new permanent card arrives
Questions?
DDS Contact Information

WEBSITE:  www.dds.georgia.gov

DDS MAIN PHONE:  678-413-8400

LICENSE STATUS CHECK:  404-657-9400

https://online.dds.Georgia.gov/DLStatus

*VALID ONLY FOR LICENSES ISSUED BY THE STATE OF GEORGIA
Download our Mobile App

DDS 2 GO

Get the app
Follow Us On Social Media

GeorgiaDDS
@Georgiadds
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